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The
Aliaxis
brand
story
In a rapidly changing world, with a growing population
and a changing climate, water is key. Being one of the
most precious resources on our planet, we today must
radically change the way we use water. As a global
industry leader that connects people with water and
energy, Aliaxis is ready to take up this challenge and help
shape a better tomorrow.
As one of the world’s largest advanced plastic piping
manufacturers, we combine the strength of a global
group with the diversity and passion of our local teams.
We offer world-class water and energy solutions
across continents, and it is the specific knowledge and
experience of our people on the field that makes the
difference for our customers. Whether it is designing
the most efficient water supply systems or meeting the
ever-growing demands of cities and their inhabitants, we
work closely together with our customers and partners to
deliver trusted performance, today and tomorrow.

aliaxis.com

Our global network of leading local brands, intimate market
understanding, and proven technical expertise means
we are well placed to collaborate with our customers, so
they can access the industry’s most advanced products
and services. We are constantly challenging ourselves to
think further and faster, ensuring we deliver ever smarter,
innovative and sustainable solutions that benefit people
all over the world and that make life flow.

CISQ/IIP S.r.l. has issued an IQNet recognized certificate that the organization

REDI SPA
legal place: VIA MADONNA DEI PRATI, 5/A - 40069 ZOLA PREDOSA (BO)

VIA MADONNA DEI PRATI, 5/A - 40069 ZOLA PREDOSA (BO)
LOC. ISCHIA DI CROCIANO - 57025 PIOMBINO (LI)
VIA STATALE EMILIA, 34 - 26862 GUARDAMIGLIO (LO)
has implemented and maintains a

Quality Management System
for the following scope:
Design, development, production and trading of pipes and fittings systems, valves, gullies, covers and
channels-grills made of plastic material to be used for waste water drainage, water supply, sewage nets and soil
drainage. (Zola Predosa)
Design, production, assistance to commissioning and after sales service of civil and industrial wastewater, rain
water treatment systems, rain water recovery, lifting stations and tanks for storage of liquids. (Guardamiglio)
Production of multilayer metal-plastic pipes for thermo-idraulic systems and water supply. (Piombino)

which fullfills the requirements of the following standard:

ISO 9001:2015
Issued on: 2021/08/11
First issued on: 1994/01/01
Expires on: 2024/08/24

This attestation is directly linked to the IQNet Partner's original certificate and shall not be used as a stand-alone
document.

Registration Number: IT-3503

IIP 47
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The production site
in Zola Predosa, IT

Since 1960 the Redi brand is synonymous
with quality sustainability and success for our
customers.
The reason for this success is our constant
effort in offering the most comprehensive
service to our clients aiming at establishing
long-lasting and profitable business
relationships.
Redi is certified in accordance with quality
standards UNI EN ISO 9001.
Redi brand manufactures and offers the
following product ranges:

Aliaxis world leader in the manufacture of
building materials.
The company operates a policy of
progressive improvements and reserves the
right to alter the specification of any product
without prior notice. Information given by way
of illustrations and dimensions is intended to
assist the buyer but where such information
is of paramount importance it should be
confirmed with the company in writing before
any order is placed.

- PVC-U rubber ring-sealed fittings for
underground drainage (EN 1401)

Certified in accordance with quality standards:

- PVC-U and pp inspection chambers
(AFNOR-ANF)

– UNI EN ISO 14001

– UNI EN ISO 9001
– BSI OHSAS 18001

- PVC-U anti-flooding valves (Ø 100 ÷ 630)
- PVC-U solvent welding fittings for above
ground drainage (EN 1329 - AFNOR-ENF)
- Phonoline: soundproof piping system 12 dB
(EN 14366)
- Phonoblack: soundproof piping system 13 dB
(EN 14366)
- PP pipes and fittings for non-pressure
above grounddrainage (EN 1451)
- Ventilation systems
- ISEA, solutions for wastewate, rainwater
treatment and rainwater recicle
- Surface drainage systems

Voluntary commitment to sustainable
development of the European PVC industry
REDI SpA associate GBC Italy
(Green Building Council Italy)
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Advice for drainage systems
installation
Soil & Waste branches in the bathroom
The sizing of the collecting branches of all sanitary
equipments is based on the fluid quantity discharged
in a specific time unit. The nominal diameter of a DN
branch has to be calculated by interpolation (Pict. 1)
among the following variables related to any single
case taken into consideration.
Q= flow rate expressed in liter/second
u= pipe usage ratio or filling factor
J= pipe slope expressed in %

Flow rate
Q (l/sec.)

Slope J
0,5 %

1,0 %

1,5 %

2,0 %

2,5%

3,0 %

32

0,19

0,27

0,34

0,39

0,43

0,48

40

0,30

0,43

0,54

0,61

0,67

0,74

50

0,47

0,66

0,84

0,95

1,04

1,16

63

0,54

0,76

0,95

1,08

1,19

1,32

75

0,92

1,29

1,63

1,85

2,03

2,26

80

1,21

1,70

2,14

2,43

2,67

2,96

100

1,90

2,67

3,35

3,81

4,19

4,65

110

2,47

3,46

4,04

4,59

5,44

5,60

125

2,97

4,16

5,24

5,95

6,54

7,26

Pict. 2

Description of the variables:
Q: basing on the kind of user, it’s possible to fix some
average typical Q-rates for each sanitary equipment
Kind of Sanitary
Equipment

DN
Considering u=0,5 (mm)

Average discharge
duration (sec.)

Sanitary Equipment kind

DN connection (mm)

Washbasin

25/32

DN branch (mm)
32/40

Bidet

25/32

32/40

Showerplate

32

40

Bathtub

32

40

Double kitchen sink

32

40

Shower plate

0,45

13

Domestic washing machine

32

40

Washbasin

0,45

13

Dishwasher

32

40
50

Bidet

0,45

13

Double washtub

40

Bathtub

0,90

200

Restaurant dishwasher

50

63

Double kitchen sink

0,90

13

Home washing machine

65

80

Domestic washing machine

0,90

80

W.C. S&W

90

100

Dishwasher

0,90

80

Double washtub

1,50

20

Restaurant dishwasher

1,60

130

Service washing machine

1,80

140

W.C. W. & S.

2,50
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Pict. 3

Definition of the discharge flow rate of a stack

u: usage ratio calculated as h/D = 0,5
This filling hypothesis avoids the creation of internal
counter pressures that slow the S&W down and
increase its noise. In order to maintain this ratio
constant, the S&W branch diameter will have to be
bigger at least of a measure than the fixing point
diameter.
J: by increasing the branch slope, an increase of the
discharge flow speed is observed, and consequently
of the S&W flow rate in the pipe itself.

h

r : CONTEMPORANEITY

Pict. 1
1 : to be used in buildings for private use
2 : to be used in buildings for public use

N : Number of users (persons)

Pict. 4

D

By changing the slope, the same quantity of water
coming out from the same equipment might be
drained away by pipes of different diameters. (Pict. 2)
As it is not always convenient to carry on with
the dimensioning in the best conditions, through
the practical experience it has been created a
simplification of the dimensioning theory of the
drainage networks proposed in Pict. 3.

The calculation of the total flow rate (Qt) of a stack
or of a sewer pipe is equal to the sum of the S&W
intensity of the single users, multiplied by the “r”,
namely usage contemporaneity ratio.
While calculating the sum of the flow rates you have
to take in consideration a single sanitary equipment
for each bathroom (you have to choose the
equipment with the largest S&W intensity, usually the
W.C.) and the other independent S&W units, i.e.:
kitchen sinks, washing machines S&W, dishwasher, etc…
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QT =

r
4

x ∑Q x

N
A

= l/sec

Ventilation of the S&W systems
General remarks

whereas:
QT = max discharge intensity
Q = discharge intensity for kind of equipment, namely
		 one for each room (pict. 1)
r = contemporaneity ratio of the various bathrooms
that involve the same stack (pict. 4)
N = number of users (persons)
A = number of the involved bathrooms
∑Q = the sum of the discharge intensities for each floor
		 (Q1 x n. of apartment kind 1+ Q2 x apartment kind
		 2 + Q3 x apartment kind 3)
Calculation example for a stack having 1 bathroom to
be connected at each floor:
QT = ?
Q = considering a single sanitary equipment every
		 bathroom, we will use for each single apartment the
		 WC and the kitchen sink (pict. 1)
r = the data can be obtained by interpolation in the
		 chart of picture 4
N = 20 people (4 located in each apartment)
A = 5 bathrooms + 5 kitchens
∑Q = (Q w.c. x n. of w.c. + sink Q x n. of sinks)
QT = 0,3 x (5 x 2,50 + 5 x 0,90) x 20 = 2,55 l/sec
4
10

Dimensioning of the vertical and ventilation stacks DN1
A stack receives the discharges of various branches
located on different floors: it is advisable that this
stack maintain a constant section along its own
length from the bottom to the roof vent cowl with a
constant DN diameter. The problems related to the
secondary ventilation of the stack will be discussed in
the following chapter; right now we will just calculate
its DN1 diameter. In order to proceed with the
dimensioning it is necessary to have already defined
the max flow rate (Qt).

The ventilation of a system is the set of pipes made
up for the air passage, which is necessary for
compensating the hydrostatic depressions, that
originate inside gravity discharge stacks.
When the water falls inside the stack (about 10 mt/
sec speed) it originates an effect of compression of
the below existing air, and an hydrostatic depression
(vacuum) just over the referring sewage unit.
The ventilation must temporarily fill in this vacuum,
thus avoiding the emptying of the trap interceptors
of each single connected system; it must also limit as
much as possible the water fluttering inside the stack,
which causes the S&W noise.
The main cause that originates pressures and
corresponding hydrostatic depressions has to be
searched in the structure of the pipes that make up
the evacuation system of the building.
By following the S&W water run from the entrance into
the stack until the sewage network itself we should
take in consideration the variables that might occur:
Connection to the stack:
1) with a 87°30’ Branch at constant section during the
discharge there is a total closure of the pipe and a
consequent pressure fall in the top stack.
On the other side the air circulation inside the link pipe
is good and it can be avoided the danger of the WC
trap interceptor emptying.
2) with a Reduced 87°30’ Branch during the discharge
there is a partial closure of the stack with a lower
pressure fall than the previous case. The air circulation
inside the pipe is good by the way, and if the pipe has
been measured in the appropriate way, there will be
no suction phenomenon in the trap interceptors.
Pict .6

Pict .7

Pict.5
QT (l/sec)
DN (mm)
DN1 (mm)
Max discharge
Ø stack
Ø secondary
intensity		
ventilation
			
stack

WC
Maximum
installable n.

Total
1,74

50

40

-

For
floor
-

2,03

63

50

-

-

4,51

80

63

-

-

7,24

100

80

30

6

10,57

125

80

56

8

17,25

160

100

150

16

28,26

200

110

300

38

Example of installation of a Phonoline long
radius branch M/F Ø110:
the acoustic abatement is improved thanks
to its wide radius.

1.0 Soil & Waste

The variables that affect the calculation of the total
Qt flow rate are connected by the following formula:

9
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DN

3) with a 45° Branch at constant section the hydraulic
closure of the stack during the discharge will be just
partial. The discharge flow rate (Qt) strongly increases
and the chances of emptying the trap interceptors
are practically impossible.
4) with a Reduced 45 ° branch it will similarly happen
as the previous case, a partial hydraulic closure of the
stack. However, it is necessary to carefully measure
the diameter of the link branch of the stack because
in case of hydraulic closure there might be an
emptying risk of the trap interceptors of the sanitary
equipments.
Pict .8

Pict .9

Stack bottom:
1) At the bottom of the stack where the discharge pipe
gets from vertical to horizontal the water flow violently
changes direction; this causes a strong increase of the
internal pressure, which is proportional to the height of
the stack itself. In order to weaken the impact intensity
it should be advisable to get two 45° bends rather
than one of 87° 30’ (this general rule should be always
applied when there is enough space).
2) For stacks’ heights superior than 4 building storeys,
the H counterpressure level caused by the stack
bottom might change from 3 to 5 mt (Pict.11).
It is absolutely not advisable to connect the
equipments to the stack in these stretches, except for
those cases in which there’s a secondary ventilation
(pict. 17) or a stack doubling beneath the mentioned
stretch (pict. 16).
On the other hand, the link is possible along the
horizontal stretch of the sewer pipe in a neutral A
area, which is usually placed at a distance at least 10
times superior than the stack diameter (DN).

H

A≥10DN

Stack trap interceptor
1) In order to avoid that the roof vent cowl acts like a
chimney tower with the sewage system i.e. causing
a drying up of the internal deposits by its constant
draw, as well as the diffusion into the atmosphere of
polluting substances - it is necessary to place a black
waters trap interceptor (B-W) at the stack basement.
For a correct positioning of the trap interceptor you
must take in consideration the elevated pressure
created during the discharge in the stack basement.
In order to avoid the trap interceptor damaging and
its bad functioning, you must keep a distance from
the stack basement 10 times larger than its own
diameter.
In order to get a good water flow inside the trap
interceptor it is not advisable to use trap interceptors
(realized by assembling bends) for the short reachable
height (Hs) of water seal. REDI proposes its one
piece B-W trap interceptor planned for ensuring the
maximum height (Hs) equipped for the connection
with the ventilation system and provided with double
inspection having a diameter equal to the pipe one.
REDI trap interceptor being an inspectable product
must be installed inside a drain well for its periodic
cleaning or for easily reaching the above placed
stack in case of obstruction. In case of secondary
ventilation, the basement link must be connected to
the dedicated socket which is placed on the B-W
trap interceptor, close to the inspection cap.
Pict .12

Pict .13

Pict .10

✓

Secondary ventilation

Hs

Pict .11

DN 10
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It is the easiest and most economic ventilation
system. It’s advisable to use it in buildings with few
floors where the S&W contemporaneousness risks
are limited. It is realized just with the extension of
the stack getting outside, on the roof: the only
important thing is to maintain the stack diameter
equal until the roof-vent cowl. In case it occurs a
S&W contemporaneousness in two sanitary systems
placed on different floors, there might be the risk
of an emptying of the intermediate-placed trap
interceptors. This is due to the fact that there are no
air exits that compensate the suction effect. In this
case the kind of stack joint is extremely important; as
a matter of fact, it must not completely obstruct the
stack flow during the S&W. You can see from picture
10 that the most convenient connection may realized
with a 45° branch at constant section.

floors. By this way you will avoid flowings, foams and
noise, that occur hight otherwise on the lower floors.
The diameter of the secondary DN1 column must be
minimum 2/3 of the diameter of the main Stack DN
(pict.5); the building material is the same used for the
stack: fire resistant PVC-U Me Class.
Pict.16

Pict.15

Secondary ventilation with
max 3 floors

Secondary ventilation with
auxiliary stack

Pict.14
Primary ventilation

Fig.17

Stack secondary ventilation (roundventilation)
It consists in the stack doubling by a ventilation
bypass connection located on each floor (picture 17).
In this case the stack must be extended up to the roof
vent cowl by always keeping its constant diameter.
The joint of the secondary stack in the final section
of the roof-vent cowl allows internal recycles that
strongly reduce the gas flow towards the external
side. This flow becomes ten times larger when
a secondary stack gets outside through its own
roof-vent cowl (this procedure must absolutely be
avoided). In case of medium height buildings (3/4
floors) you can just connect the upper side of the
ventilation stack (at least 20 cm above the 5th floor),
with the connection placed above the B-W trap
interceptor of the stack basis (picture 15).
When the building is high (8/10 floors) the excessive
stack length might create more intense suction
phenomena on the lower floors; in order to avoid this
problem you should connect the equipments to an
independent stack (pict.16) at the level of the lower

Pict.17

Pict.18

Secondary column ventilation
(roundventilation)

Secondary ventilation
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PHONOBLACK
black PVC
Soundproof piping system
13 dB a 2/ls
Euroclass B s1 d0

VENTILATION
Air Admittance Valve
for primary ventilation
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PHONOBLACK
black PVC
Soundproof piping system
13 dB a 2/ls
Euroclass B s1 d0

